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GERRY McCOURT proudly presents
DYLAN & DANIEL BOYLAN
THE HOME OF SOME OF THE BEST BLUE BLOOD PIGEONS IN EUROPE
AT THE

DONCASTER OLD COMRADES SHOW
ON

SATURDAY 22nd NOVEMBER
VIEWING 9.30am • SALE STARTS AT 10.30am
DYLAN AND DANIEL HAVE SPENT AN ABSOLUTE FORTUNE ON THESE PIGEONS. THEY HAVE OUTBID SOME OF THE
BIGGEST STUDS IN EUROPE IN THEIR SEARCH FOR THESE OUTSTANDING PIGEONS AND NOW THEY PRESENT THE BEST OF
JAN HOOYMAN’S ‘HARRY’ LINES AND THE BEST OF HARDY KRUGER’S.
INCLUDED IN THIS SALE IS
6 DIRECT HARDY KRUGER'S INCLUDING 1 FROM ‘DA VANCI’, AND 1 FROM ‘BLACK PEARL’
4 GRANDCHILDREN FROM THE WORLD FAMOUS ‘HARRY’
2 GRANDCHILDREN FROM THE FAMOUS ‘COW GIRL’ OF RIK & JAN HERMANS
THIS IS A SALE NOT TO BE MISSED
COMMENTS FROM THE AUCTIONEER…I WENT OVER TO SEE THESE PIGEONS AND BELIEVE ME WHEN I TELL YOU THEY
WILL TAKE THE SIGHT FROM YOUR EYES. I CAN HONESTLY SAY THEY MUST HAVE ONE OF THE BEST TEAM OF STOCK
PIGEONS IN EUROPE. THEY ONLY BOUGHT ALL THEIR KRUGER PIGEONS IN 2013 AND THEY HAVE NOT BEEN TESTED YET.
THE SON OF ‘HARRY’ AND ‘CHANNEL NO 5’ THERE COULD NOT POSSIBLY BE A BETTER PIGEON FROM THESE PIGEONS
ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD HE IS JUST PURE CLASS AND THERE ARE 4 DIRECT CHILDREN FROM THIS COCK IN THIS SALE
WHICH I COULD NOT RECOMMEND HIGHLY ENOUGH. THERE IS 1 HEN IN THIS SALE LOT NO 24 THAT I COULD NEARLY
GUARANTEE THAT SHE WILL BREED WINNERS.
SO COME ALONG AND HANDLE THESE EXCEPTIONAL PIGEONS YOU WILL NOT BE DISAPPOINTED.
Lot 1 Cheq Cock DV07274.131222 direct from
the stock loft of Hardy Kruger. This is a magnificent
cock in every way. Sire Leonardo one of the main
cocks in Hardy Kruger stock loft he was a super
racing cock as well, he was 2nd Poitiers 671km 621
birds and 3rd Pithiviers 994 birds, 4th 1,388 birds,
5th 472 birds, 6th 1,016 birds, 7th 1,403 birds, 7th
925 birds and 10th 1,533 birds plus many more and
he is a direct son of Da Vinci and a half brother to
Failey and Bacardy. Dam Sellina this is a top hen in
Kruger’s loft and a direct daughter off the world
famous Da Vinci.
Lot 2 Blue Hen DV07274.10.998. This is a
magnificent hen in every way, everybody that sees
this hen will want to bring her home, she is a direct
daughter off Da Vinci. These pigeons can’t be got
anymore, only bought this hen last year for a
substantial amount of money. Sire the word famous
Da Vinci, this cock is responsible for many different
champions in Hardy Kruger’s loft, the list is endless.
Dam Leonie, this hen was the best racing hen in
2009 and put straight in the stock loft after that and
its because of the way she was bred and her racing
performances that she had the honour to be paired
with Da Vinci, she is also half sister to such champions Cut the Cuteness 3rd in the final of the Sun
City race and Nelly, Black Pearl, Letizia just to name
four and she did not let hardy down breeding

winners straight away. She is a direct daughter of
the two champions namely Street Fighter the super
racing cock, his results include 1st Orleans 1,649
birds plus many more, and Dior magnificent
producer, she is the dam of Nelly, Letizia, Black
Pearl and many more champions.
Lot 3 Cheq Cock DV07274.13.1278. This cock
is something special and a lot of money was given
to buy this young cock last year because of the way
he is bred. Sire Andretti, this cock is an absolute
goldmine at Kruger’s loft, he is a top breeding cock
and was a super racer and the winner of 1st
Konkurs 3,675 birds, 4th Konkurs 2,196 birds and a
list of more prizes with it. He is a direct son of Tiger
Woods and Dark Lady. Dam Dark Angel, she is a
full sister to Black Ocean 2nd National 8,067 birds
and a half sister to Balisto winner of 1st National
Poitiers 5,426 birds in 2013. She is direct from the
No 1 cock Black Power and Letizia the dam of 1st &
2nd National.
Lot 4 Cheq Cock DV07274.12.930. This is a
world class pigeon only got him last year, paid a lot
of money for him but I’m sure the new owner will
breed winners for years to come. He is a direct son
of Black Pearl the cock that Hardy said will take
over as the No 1 cock from Black Power. This is
something really special don’t miss this one. Sire
Black Pearl 1st Olympiade Champion Poland

2011, he was 1st Orleans (499km) 1,788 birds, 1st
1,403 birds, 1st Vierzon 542km 11,096 birds, 1st
Blois 543km 745 birds, 1st 475km 1,136 birds and
a list of other prizes and he is sire of the 2nd
National winner Poitiers beaten by a loft mate. Dam
Amelie, this is an outstanding breeding hen and
the mother to Bailey the Olympic pigeon of 2011,
he is winner of 1st Rethel 1,671 birds, 1st 1,271
birds, 1st 949 birds and he is the sire of the
National winner Balisto, this hen is also the dam of
the famous Barcardy, she is direct from champion
408 and Dark Lady the nest sister to the dam of
Black Power.
Lot 5 Cheq Hen DV07274.13.1265, again a real
classy hen typical of the Kruger pigeons. Sire Black
Dancer this cock was an absolute racing machine
for Hardy, he was 1st Troyes 1,857 birds, 2nd
Bitburg 1,924 birds, 3rd Pithiviers 2,020 birds, 4th
Rethel 1,671 birds, 4th Reims 2,394 birds and a
long list of other prizes and now breeding the goods
in the stock loft. He is a direct son of Tiger Woods
and Dark Lady the nest sister to the dam of Black
Power. Dam Cindy this is a full sister to the car
winner in Sun City and also a full sister to the best
young bird 2009. She is a direct daughter to the
world famous Da Vinci when he was paired to the
wonder hen Nelly, a full sister to Black Pearl.
Lot 6 Cheq Cock DV07274.13.1202. This cock
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has it all the hallmarks that you look for in a future
breeding cock, he is a direct son of Geronimo. Sire
Feronimo, in 2010 he had 11 prizes racing, he was
5th Blois 539km 1,012 birds, 6th Sourdun 360km
1,289 birds and a list of other prizes. He is a full
brother to Cut the Cuteness 3rd price in the Million
Dollar pigeon race 2010 and a full brother to Letizia
the mother to Balisto the 1st National winner, he is
direct from Street Fighter and the super breeding
hen Dior the dam of a lot of the champions of
Hardy’s loft. Dam Carrie is the mother of 1st Arcis
327km 1,278 birds, 1st Pithiviers 453km 789 birds
and also the 728 a winner of 11 prizes in 2013. She
is a full sister to the car winner in hot spot race at
Sun City and also a full sister to 09/2036 1st prize
Poitiers 671km 621 birds and 3rd Pithivers 453km
1,136 birds and 4th Pithiviers 1,002 birds, she is
direct from Da Vinci and the champion breeding hen
Nelly the sister to Black Pearl.
Lot 7 Blue Hen 14S94597. This is a full sister to
a pigeon that was 74th in the final of the Algarve one
loft race in Portugal 2014. Sire blue cock
DV07274.11.488 nest brother to Salino 6th Ace bird
on three National races 2012, this cock is direct
from Street Fighter, the sire Cut the Cuteness 3rd
prize in the final at Sun City and Alisha direct
daughter of Black Power. Dam DV07274.13.1185 a
direct daughter of Black Power and Astina the
outstanding breeding hen and mother to Black Sky
and Blue Sky.
Lot 8 Cheq Hen 14S94466. This is a really sweet
young hen that is sure to make her place felt in any
stock loft. Sire DV07274,11.491 this cock is a half
brother to Bailey the olympic pigeon of Poland
20011 and both these cocks direct from the world
famous Da Vinci when paired to the wonder hen
Catwoman the full sister to Olympic star Black
Pearl. Dam DV07274.10,1166 this is a really good
hen and she is a direct daughter of the famous Tiger
Woods when he was parred to Jessica, 2nd Ace
pigeon as a young bird, she is direct from Da Vivci
and the famous hen Nelly full sister to Black Pearl.
Lot 9 Cheq w/f Cock 14S94520. This is an
exceptional young cock, there won’t be too many
young cocks like this at the show. Sire
DV07274.12.930 this is a direct son of the Olympic
pigeon Black Pearl when paired to Amelie the
outstanding breeding hen and mother to Bailey the

Olympic pigeon of Poland 2011 and sire of Balisto
the 1st National winner 5,426 birds. Dam cheq hen
DV07274.13.1216 this is an exceptionally bred hen
she is a half sister to Balisto 1st Ace cock yearling
RV 1 tour 2013 and 1st National Poitiers 5,426
birds. This hen is direct from Highlander when
paired to Letizia the outstanding breeding hen and a
full sister to the pigeon that was 3rd in the final at
Sun City 2010. Letizia is also the dam of Balisto the
National winner and also a pigeon to be 2nd
National and turning out to be one of Hardy’s top
breeding hens.
Lot 10 Dark Cheq Cock 14S94519, again this is
a really nice pigeon just like his nest mate Lot 9.
Lot 11 Cheq Cock 14S76144. This is a real nice
cock typical of the Hardy Kruger pigeons. Sire
DV07274.11.491 a half brother to Bailey the
Olympic pigeon to Poland 2011, he is also the sire
of Balisto 1st National winner 5,000 plus birds, this
cock is a direct son of the world famous Da Vinci
when paired to the super stock hen Catwoman, the
full sister to the Olympic star Black Pearl. Dam
DV07274.10.1166 this is an exceptional hen and
she is a direct daughter of the super champion Tiger
Woods when paired to Jessica the 2nd Ace young
bird and a full sister to the car winner at Sun City
and she is a direct daughter of Da Vinci when paired
with the famous hen Nelly.
Lot 12 Cheq Cock 14s76143. This is an exceptional young cock, he is perfect in every way and
just like his nest mate Lot 11.
Lot 13 Cheq Cock 14S94485. This is the type of
young cock that you would like to see looking out
from your stock aviary, this pigeon is full of class.
Sire DV07274.13.122 this is a magnificent cock in
every way and is straight from Hardy’s stock loft, he
is a direct son from the famous Leonardo the super
racing and breeding cock when paired to Selina the
direct daughter from Da Vinci and a half sister to
Bailey, Bacardy, Fritz, Freudentanz and Hanniball.
Dam DV07274.13.1280 a direct daughter of the
legendary Street Fighter the sire of Cut the
Cuteness when paired with Adele the super stock
hen and a daughter of Messi.
Lot 14 Blue Hen 14S94484. This is a very nice
young hen and I’m sure it will go on to breed the
goods, this hen is nest mate to Lot 13.
Lot 15 Blue Hen 14S94452, again this young

hen is typical of the Hardy Kruger pigeons perfect in
every way. Sire DV07274.13.1278 this cock is direct
son of Andretti the super cock of Hardy Kruger’s
when paired to the Dark Angel who is a full sister to
Black Ocean and a half sister to a 1st & 2nd
National winner, this Dark Angel is direct from No 1
stock cock Black Power when paired to Letizia the
outstanding stock hen. Dam DV07274.13.1223 this
is an exceptional hen and she is a half sister to
Bacardy the Ace racing cock of Hardy’s loft and a
half sister to the Olympic pigeon Bailey, this young
hen is direct from Hanniball the exceptional son of
Da Vinci.
Lot 16 Blue Hen IHUS94479. This is a nice
shaped hen and one sure to please its new owner
and the same way bred as Lot 15.
Lot 17 Cheq Hen IHUS94580. This young hen is
steeped in all Hardy’s champions, its inbred on both
sides of the pedigree to Black Power and Dior. Sire
DV07274.13.1224 this is an exceptional young cock
direct from the champion Black Pearl and Maike the
direct daughter of Black Power. Dam
DV07274.13.1269 this hen is the real mccoy she is
a half sister to two of the best yearlings in Hardy’s
loft 2013, Danedream and Balisto the cock that won
the National, this super young hen is direct from
Bailey the Olympic pigeon of Poland 2011 when
paired to the wonder hen Catwoman the full sister to
the Olympic star Black Pearl and both these
pigeons direct from the No 1 cock Black Power
paired with Dior.
Lot 18 Cheq Hen 14S94489. This pigeon is
again soaked in all the champions of Hardy Kruger’s
and just like her sister Lot 17 they can’t fail to bred
winners.
Lot 19 Cheq Hen 14S94509, again this is a full
sister to the last two Lots, 17 & 18, and will make an
exceptional hen.
Lot 20 Dark Cheq Cock 14S94929. This is very
typical of the Kruger pigeons, this cock will breed
winners wherever he goes. Sire DV07274.13,1202
again a young cock direct from the stock loft of
Hardy Kruger and a direct son of Geronimo the
exceptional racing cock of Hardy’s and direct from
the famous Street Fighter and Dior. Dam
DV07274.13.1265 an exception daughter of Black
Dancer a winner of 10 prizes in 2010 and 13 prizes
in 2011 when paired with Cindy the full sister to the

‘Harry’s Jewel’, sire of Lots 24, 25, 30 & 31.
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car winner and hot spot race winner in Sun City,
both direct from Da Vinci and the famous hen Nelly.
Lot 21 Cheq Hen 14S94446. This is the last hen
of the Hardy Kruger’s and we will say we saved the
best till last and sheis a full sister to Lot 20
Lot 22 Blue Cock 14S94462. This is something
really different and something really special the new
owner won’t be disappointed with this exceptionally
bred cock, his sire was the most expensive bird at
Blackpool 2014. Sire Bel12.6184133 this is an
exceptional cock in every way, he is a direct son of
the world famous Cowgirl off Rik & Jan Hermans
possibly the best hen in Europe at the moment, she
is an Olympic champion, she was 1st National
Bourges 24,676 birds and 1st Provisional Argenton
and a list of other prizes. Cowgirl was paired with
champion Skippy a winner of 1st Bourges 721 birds,
9th Zone 9,146 birds, 23rd National 22,476 birds,
1st Chateauroux 494 birds, 12th Section 6,149 birds
46th National 17,109 birds and a list of other
National prizes. Dam Belg13.6314713 again an

racing so I wish the new owner the best of luck. Sire
Harry’s Jewel this is the direct son of world famous
Harry and Chanel No 5, check out the sire of Lot 24
for more information. Dam First Lady cheq hen
NL13-1654745 direct from Gerard Koopman lofts a
direct daughter of the world famous Ermerveen’s
Hope this is one of the main breeding cocks in
Gerard’s stock loft and was paired to Dagalia a
sister to Day Dreamer 1st NPO Ablis 2008 8,519
birds and these two great pigeons are from Cassius
and Ms Mookhoek she in turn direct from Tips and
Gesch Kannibaaltje
Lot 26 Blue Hen 14S94441. This is a very nice
young hen and really inbred on both sides of the
pedigree to the world famous Harry. Sire blue cock
Harry 13S73849 this cock is direct off Harry’s Jewel
the direct son of Harry when paired to Zina’s Girl the
direct Koopman hen, check Lot 23 for more information. Dam cheq hen 13S73855 a direct daughter of
Harry’s Jewel when pared to NL11-191245 a direct
Jan Hooymans hen a full sister to Hind winner of 4th

Lot 31 Cheq Hen 14S94585, grand-daughter of
Harry and Chanel No 5, I said the nest mate of this
pigeon was something special this hen won’t be out
of place in any stock loft in Europe, one exceptional
hen and nest mate to Lot 30.
Lot 32 Cheq Cock 14S94455, again a very nice
young cock. Sire NL13-5305291 a direct Pieter
Veenstra and is a son of Dolce Gabbana winner of
1st NPO Morlincourt 8,834 birds and 4th Boxtel
1,947 birds and a list of other prizes he was paired
with a direct daughter of Dolce Vita, she was the
winner of 1st International ace pigeon long distance
WENC Dortmund 2010. Dam blue hen 13S73852 a
direct daughter of Harry’s Jewel the direct son of
Harry and Chanel No 5. Harry’s Jewel was paired
with a sister of Hind the great champion of Jan
Hooymans to breed the dam of Lot 32.
Lot 33 Blue Hen 14S94511. This a class young
blue hen and inbred to Harry. Sire NL13-1130697
bred by Peter Jonker, he is a direct son of a
grandson of Bliksem Gaby Vandenabeele, top

Lot 31.

Son Cowgirl and sire of Lots 22 & 23.

Lot 35.

exceptional bred hen and a full sister of the world
famous Kannon of Danny van Dyck, he was the Ace
pigeon of the Union Oost 2013 and considered one
of the top pigeons of Belgium. The dam of the
Kannon is super hen herself and 1st Ace middle
distance Union Antwerpen 2008 and co winner of
2nd National championship middle distance KBDB
youngsters 2008.
Lot 23 Cheq Hen 14S94567. This hen has it all
she just oozes class, she has an exceptional pedigree and can’t fail to breed future Fed winners just
like her brother Lot 22.
Lot 24 Blue Hen 13S40694. This is an exceptional hen she has it all, fantastic eye, apple shaped
body and you won’t get a better grand-daughter of
the world famous Harry anywhere else, I don’t care
where you go you will read about this hen in years
to come. Sire Harry’s Jewel blue cock NL121784311 a direct son of Harry, this young cock is a
result of special mating between Jan Hooymans
and Pieter Beenstra of their two champions Harry
and Chanel No 5 winner of the 1st International Ace
pigeon ALLR WENC Dortmund 2010 so the result
of this pairing came Harry’s Jewel who was put up
for auction and he is the most expensive son of
Harry to date, and owned by Dylan & Daniel boylan.
Dam Zina’s Girl blue hen NL12-1077098 this
magnificent direct Koopman, she is a half sister to
Miss Summun 4th NPO Troyes 8,079 birds, there is
also in the pedigree of this young hen 1st NPO Blois
3,969 birds and 1st NPO Ablis 6,644 birds in 2006.
The dam of Zina’s Girl is Zina who is 2nd National
Ace bird in 2007 herself and she is a half sister to
the world famous Magic Man.
Lot 25 Blue Cock 14S94443, grandson of Harry.
There is something about this young cock that tells
me he will breed winners in short and long distance

Blois 7,415 birds, 8th Salbris 5,333 birds and a list
of other prizes and she is a direct daughter of
James Bond a full brother to Harry
Lot 27 Blue Cock 14S94442, again a really nice
pigeon and very typical of the Jan Hooyman’s
pigeons, this is nest mate to Lot 26.
Lot 28 Blue Cock 14S94449. This one is a bit
different with a couple of Irish National winners in
the pedigree. Sire Harrio blue cock 13S73517 this
is another direct son of NL12-1784311 Harry’s
Jewel when Harry’s Jewel was paired to the sister of
Hind the direct Jan Hooyman hen, see other Lots for
more info. Dam GB12A13684 David Girl this hen is
a direct daughter of two Irish National winners, her
sire is Holm-Lee Warrior bred and raced by David
Hutchinson, Northern Ireland, this pigeon was a
winner of 1st Open Yearling National Sennen Cove
300 miles, this cock is also sire of Annettes Lass 1st
Open 1st Section Rosscarbery National NIPA. The
dam of David’s Girl is unbelievable, bred and raced
by David Hutchinson and a winner of 1st Open 1st
North Section Skibbereen National with the INFC.
Lot 29 Blue Cock 14S94450. This a cracking
young cock and will please anybody that’s lucky
enough to get him and he is nest mate to Lot 28.
Lot 30 Cheq Cock 14S94584, grandson of Harry
and Chanel No 5, this is a stunning young cock in
every sense of the word, in the hand the feathering
quality and he has a fantastic eye one to please.
Sire Harry’s Jewel the most expensive direct son
of Harry anywhere in the world and owned by Dylan
& Daniel Boylan, check out Lot 24 for more info.
Dam cheq hen NL13-1395713 bred in the stock loft
of Jan Hooymans she is a direct daughter of a full
sister of Harry when the sister of Harry was paired
to beauty Kannibaal a direct son of the Kannibal of
Dirk van Dyck.

breeder and already sire of Adonis 9th National
NPO 9,332 birds and a list of other prizes. The
grandson of Bliskem was paired to the daughter of
Blue Hertog 1st National WHZB short distance
2008, the super racing pigeon and winner of 1st,
2nd, 2nd, 2nd, 4th, 4th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 10th, against
an average of 4,000 birds. Dam 13S73845 a direct
daughter of Harrys Jewel the most expensive son of
Harry of Jan Hooymans when Harry’s Jewel was
paired to a sister of Hind the super racing hen of Jan
Hooymans and direct from James Bond a full
brother to Harry.
Lot 34 Blue Cock 14S94464, again a very nice
pigeon typical of the Hooyman pigeons. Sire NL131654769 direct from the stock loft from Gerard
Koopman and a half sister to Miss Summun in turn
direct from David’s Son when paired to Altima
mother to Paridon 1st NPO Quievran 6,223 birds
also a sister of Mr Allennig 1st NPO Blois 6,279
birds and in turn a direct daughter of Jason. Dam
NL13-1395713 direct from the stock loft of Jan
Hooyman and she is direct from a full sister of Harry
when she was paired to beauty Kannibaal a direct
son of the Kannibaal of Dirk van Dyck the super
breeder
Lot 35 Blue Cock 14S94428. This is the last
pigeon of the sale so we kept something special to
finish off the sale, a young Van Dyck cock. Sire
Belg13-6321511 direct from Dirk van Dyck’s stock
loft, this is a direct son of Olympic Niels 2nd Ace
pigeon of the Union Antwerpen and 2nd Ace pigeon
Super Duif halve fond and 3rd Olmpiade Nitra cat 1
when Olympic Niels as paired to a daughter of Di
Caprio of Leo Heremans. Dam Belg13-622467 a
direct Dirk van Dyck hen, she is from the line of
Rambo and she is a grand-daughter of the mother
of Olympic Niels.

FOR COMMISSION BIDS PHONE GERRY ON 00353868124076 AND I WILL LOOK AFTER YOUR COMMISSION BIDS
AND TREAT THEM WITH THE RESPECT THEY DESERVE. EACH AND EVERY LOT IN THIS SALE IS ONLY A PHONE
CALL AWAY AND I WILL MAKE IT MY BUSINESS IF YOU ARE SUCCESSFUL WITH YOUR BID TO HAVE THESE
PIGEONS DELIVERED TO YOU GERRY McCOURT

